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What can be gleaned from the study of our dreams? With
research methods in mind—including the shortcomings and
strengths of various strategies—the book presents a
comprehensive introduction to the research obtained so far.
Topics include the factors of dream recall; the continuity
hypothesis of dreaming; the relationship between physiology
and dream content; etiology and therapy of nightmares; and
lucid dreaming. The book not only presents a comprehensive
introduction to the research obtained so far but also provide
the tools to carry our scientific dream studies—including the
shortcomings and strengths of various approaches.
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This volume is an ideal introduction to Freud's work, and
gives a clear sense both of the context of Freud's text and of
its influence throughout the twentieth century. It shows how
his work shaped a vast amount of work in linguistics and
semiotics, literary studies, film theory, psychology,
philosophical hermeneutics and the history of ideas.
This new neurocognitive theory documents the unexpected
similarities of dreaming to waking thought, demonstrates
personal psychological meaning can be found in a majority of
dreams reports, has a strong developmental psychology
dimension, pinpoints the neural substrate for dreaming, and
shows it is very unlikely that dreaming has any adaptive
function.
Edited by high caliber experts, and contributed to by
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qualityresearchers
and practitioners in psychology and
relatedfields. Includes over 500 topical entries Each entry
features suggested readings and extensivecross-referencing
Accessible to students and general readers Edited by two
outstanding scholars and clinicians
From the Iliad to Aristophanes, from the gospel of Matthew to
Augustine, Greek and Latin texts are constellated with
descriptive images of dreams. This cultural history of dreams
in antiquity draws on both contemporary post-Freudian
science and careful critiques of the ancient texts. Harris takes
an elusive subject and writes about it with rigor and precision,
reminding us of specificities, contexts, and changing attitudes
through history.
People around the world are experiencing dreams and visions
at an alarming rate. And God Chose Dreams gives valuable
insight on why dreams are increasing at this alarming rate.
Learn why dreams have significant value for you, and why
God chose this method to increase His communication to
humanity in the changing times we live in.
Domhoff's neurocognitive model helps explain the neural and
cognitive bases for dreaming. He discusses how dreams
express conceptions and concerns, and how they are
consistent over years and decades. He also shows that there
may be limits to understanding the meaning of dreams as
there are many aspects of dream content that cannot be
related to waking cognition or personal concerns. In addition,
the book includes a detailed explanation of the methods
needed to test the new model as well as a case study of a
comprehensive dream journal. Particularly valuable is a
discussion of a new system of content analysis that can be
used for highly sophisticated studies of dream content. In this
provocative book, Domhoff sets forth a convincing argument
that will encourage a resurgence in dream research among
both new and established cognitive psychologists and
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This edited volume shows the relationship between
dream research and its usefulness in treating patients.
Milton Kramer and Myron Glucksman show that there is
support for searching for the meaning of dream as
experiences extended in time. Dreaming reflects
psychological changes and is actually an orderly
process, not a random experience. Several chapters in
this book explore interviewing methodologies that will
help clients reduce the frequency of their nightmares and
thus contribute to successful therapy.
The Complete Book of Dreams engages the main body,
mind, and spirit sub-practices in achieving better sleep,
and with it, better physical and emotional health.
The Interpretation of Dreams is a 1899 book by
psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, in which the author
introduces his theory of the unconscious with respect to
dream interpretation, and discusses what would later
become the theory of the Oedipus complex. Freud
revised the book at least eight times and, in the third
edition, added an extensive section which treated dream
symbolism very literally, following the influence of
Wilhelm Stekel. Freud said of this work, "Insight such as
this falls to one's lot but once in a lifetime." The book was
first published in an edition of 600 copies, which did not
sell out for eight years. The Interpretation of Dreams
later gained in popularity, and seven more editions were
published in Freud's lifetime. Because of the book's
length and complexity, Freud also wrote an abridged
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On Dreams. The original text is widely
regarded as one of Freud's most significant
works.Dreams, in Freud's view, are all forms of "wish
fulfillment" -- attempts by the unconscious to resolve a
conflict of some sort, whether something recent or
something from the recesses of the past (later in Beyond
the Pleasure Principle, Freud would discuss dreams
which do not appear to be wish-fulfillment). Because the
information in the unconscious is in an unruly and often
disturbing form, a "censor" in the preconscious will not
allow it to pass unaltered into the conscious. Freud
introduced the term 'manifest content' to describe what
the dream recalled.During dreams, the preconscious is
more lax in this duty than in waking hours, but is still
attentive: as such, the unconscious must distort and
warp the meaning of its information to make it through
the censorship. As such, images in dreams are often not
what they appear to be, according to Freud, and need
deeper interpretation if they are to inform on the
structures of the unconscious.As Freud was focusing
upon the biologic drives of the individual (a fact that
alienated him from several colleagues of his like Breuer,
Jung and Adler), he stated that when we observe a
hollow object in our dreams, like a box or a cave, this is a
symbol of a womb, while an elongated object is a symbol
for penis. Due to these statements, Freud attracted much
criticism from those who believed him a "sexist" or
"misanthrope", as he was alleged to have
overemphasised the role of instinct, as though he
believed people were "wild beasts". Michael Jacob's later
research into dreams has indicated that the manifest
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be more important than Freud allowed for
and that such scientific study of dreams is more suited to
the scientific study of dreams.
A biblical and scientific study of dreams and visions.
Emphasis is on dreams, and special attention is given to
dream symbols to help one understand and interpret his
own dreams. Balanced teaching to help the student see
how dreams are vital today.
It Was Just A Dream...Dream is successions of images,
ideas, emotions and sensations occurring involuntarily in
the mind during certain stages of sleep. The content and
purpose of dreams are not yet understood, though they
have been a topic of speculation and interest throughout
recorded history. The scientific study of dreams is known
as sleep; psychologically as reflections of the
subconscious; and spiritually as messages from God.. I
been told that during the night there may be many
external stimuli bombarding the senses, but the brain
often interprets the stimulus and makes it a part of a
dream in order to ensure continued sleep. Dream
incorporation is a phenomenon whereby an actual
sensation, such as environmental sounds, are
incorporated into dreams, such as hearing a phone
ringing in a dream while it is ringing in reality or dreaming
you are having sex. The mind can, however, awaken an
individual if they are in danger or if trained to respond to
certain sounds, such as a baby crying. Except in the
case of lucid dreaming, people dream without being
aware that they are doing so. Some philosophers have
concluded that what we think of as the "real world" but
still it was just a dream. The significance of dreams has
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debated since people first developed the
ability to communicate. Despite this, there's still no
agreement on why we dream. It's hard to believe that
dreams have no meaning at all, though, especially when
it's so much fun to try to figure out what they're trying to
tell us. Another good thing to try when interpreting
dreams is just to trust your instincts! Keep in mind that
this is for entertainment purposes and shouldn't be taken
too seriously.
Explains in clear terms the new findings and evidence
fathered on the science of religion - neuroscience,
evolutionary and cognitive science - featuring some of
the most noted authorities in the new field of
neurotheology.
A groundbreaking history of the human mind told through
our experience of dreams--from the earliest accounts to
current scientific findings--and their essential role in the
formation of who we are and the world we have made.
What is a dream? Why do we dream? How do our
bodies and minds use them? These questions are the
starting point for this unprecedented study of the role and
significance of this phenomenon. An investigation on a
grand scale, it encompasses literature, anthropology,
religion, and science, articulating the essential place
dreams occupy in human culture and how they
functioned as the catalyst that compelled us to transform
our earthly habitat into a human world. From the earliest
cave paintings--where Sidarta Ribeiro locates a key to
humankind's first dreams and how they contributed to
our capacity to perceive past and future and our ability to
conceive of the existence of souls and spirits--to today's
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scientific research, Ribeiro arrives at
revolutionary conclusions about the role of dreams in
human existence and evolution. He explores the
advances that contemporary neuroscience, biochemistry,
and psychology have made into the connections
between sleep, dreams, and learning. He explains what
dreams have taught us about the neural basis of memory
and the transformation of memory in recall. And he
makes clear that the earliest insight into dreams as
oracular has been elucidated by contemporary research.
Accessible, authoritative, and fascinating, The Oracle of
Night gives us a wholly new way to understand this most
basic of human experiences.
Adam Schneider and G. William Domhoff presents
information for conducting scientific studies of dream
meaning. Schneider and Domhoff offer information for
researchers, relevant articles, descriptions of current
projects, a FAQ, and more.
Dreams are powerful concepts. They contain our
subconscious wishes, desires, and fears, and the
average person will spend approximately six years of
their life dreaming. Each of us has four to seven dreams
a night, which can add up to approximately 116,800 to
204,400 dreams in a lifetime. No one really knows why
we dream, but in 3,000 B.C., people started trying to
interpret what dreams mean. In Roman and Greek
societies, citizens who were able to interpret dreams
were respected, and some members of society even
sought advice from these dream interpreters before
making any military or political decisions. Sigmund Freud
also published a book on how to interpret dreams,
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that all dreams carry meaning and represent
the way to decipher our subconscious desires. With all
the significance that dreams carry, how can you make
sure you know exactly what your dreams mean? The
Complete Guide to Interpreting Your Own Dreams and
What They Mean to You will tell you everything you need
to know to understand what your dreams are telling you.
You will understand how to interpret some of the most
common subjects in dreams, including flying, falling,
problems with money, tests, pregnancy, and even death.
You will discover popular psychological theories
regarding dreams and how to decipher what your
recurring dreams are really telling you. You will learn
ways you can create a more dream-friendly bedroom
and how to use a journal to track your dreams. This book
will also cover paranormal dreams and explain more
about extrasensory perception and out-of-body
experiences.We ve spent hours researching dreams to
provide you with a comprehensive guide for decoding
your most enigmatic nighttime journeys. This book
contains symbols and situations that appear most
commonly in dreams and provides you with all the
information you need to decide what each one means.
Case studies from dream analysts show you how to
interpret your dreams and understand what it is you
really want. With The Complete Guide to Interpreting
Your Dreams and What They Mean to You, you ll never
spend another day trying to figure out what last night s
dream meant. Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent
publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded
over twenty years ago in the company president s
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garage, Atlantic
Publishing has grown to become a
renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over
450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small
business, healthy living, management, finance, careers,
and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on
producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give
readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world
examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every
book has resources, contact information, and web sites
of the products or companies discussed.
A Dream-Guided Meditation Model and the Personalized
Method for Interpreting Dreams presents a model for
meditation that counselors can use with clients regardless of
gender, race, national origin, religion, age, or marital status.
Using the model, readers can, if they wish, learn to interpret
nighttime dreams. Even readers who choose not to learn to
interpret their dreams may find that the meditation model
assists with dream guidance.
Although it has been described since ancient times, dreaming
remains a somewhat mysterious mental process, and
scientists around the world continue to study its mechanisms
and meanings. In this unique set of books, experts in the field
from around the globe gather to show the newest and most
exciting research and findings related to the biology and
psychology of dreaming. New studies of dream content, for
example, show that across age groups, cultures and clinical
groups, dreams have recurring themes. New brain imaging
techniques show us specific brain regions involved in
dreaming. Other research featured here describes the biology
or psychology of realistic and bizarre dreams, of symbolic
images in dreams, and of how differences in gender and
personality affect dreams and dreaming. The newest and
most extensive source of information on dreaming in
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this set gives readers insights into how this new
science could lead to innovations in the medical, social,
technical, and biotech fields. Dozens of contributors--some
top experts in their fields known internationally--show us how
brain functions affect and are affected by dreaming and why
these new findings should be important to all of us. Volume I
spotlights the biology of sleep and dreaming. Volume II
focuses on dream content and its many facets. In Volume III,
the many theoretical accounts of dreams are presented. Publisher.
Introduction -- Dream reports from sleep laboratories -Dream reports collected in non-laboratory settings -- Findings
from studies of individual dream series -- The emergence of
dreaming in children and adolescents -- The cognitive
neuroscience of dreaming -- The activation-synthesis theory
of dreaming -- The failed freudian revival -- Does dreaming
have any adaptive function(s)? -- A promising agenda -Acknowledgements -- References -- Index
????????18???????? ?1??30?????3???????3??
????????????????????????3?
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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This two-volume set examines dreams and dreaming from a
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variety of angles—biological,
psychological, and
sociocultural—in order to provide readers with a holistic
introduction to this fascinating subject. • Provides
comprehensive coverage of the physiology, psychology, and
cultural contexts of dreaming • Explores both dream theory
and the practical applications of dreamwork in everyday life •
Features contributions by more than 75 authors, all
recognized experts in their fields • Offers readers
suggestions for further reading and additional study in an
extensive bibliography
: Sigmund Freud is the father of modern psychology.
Unfortunately, the work of Freud can be attributed to the loss
of significance of dreams in psychological therapy. However,
many studies indicate that their is a significant correlation
between dreams and psychological disorders. Justin Carver
believes that dreams may play a significant role in helping
mental health practitioners identify chemical imbalances in
patients. Further, he asserts that dreams can assist
practitioners in providing better outcomes in psychological
therapy. In his opinion, this is especially true for veterans that
have service related psychological ailments such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). As many that have come
before him, Justin Carver asserts that dreams are significant
to psychological and psychiatric therapy and the enigmatic
nature of mental ailments will only become more lucid through
the inclusion of the nocturnal brain function as well as the
diurnal functionality.
St. Augustine was glad that God did not hold him responsible
for his dreams. From which we may infer that his dreams
must have been "human, all too human" and that he
experienced a certain feeling of guilt on account of their
nature. His attitude is one assumed by many people, laymen
and scientists, some of them concealing it under a general
scepticism as to dream interpretation. Few people are willing
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as Nietzsche did, that "nothing is more genuinely
ourselves than our dreams." This is why the psychoanalytic
pronouncement that dreams are the fulfilment of wishes
meets with so much hostility. The man who has a dream of
gross sex or ego gratification dislikes to have others think that
the desire for such gross pleasure is a part of his personality.
He very much prefers to have others believe that some
extraneous agent, some whimsical power, such as the devil,
forced such thoughts upon him while the unconsciousness of
sleep made him irresponsible and defenceless. This is due in
part to the absurd and barbarous idea that it is meet to inflict
punishment for mere thoughts, an idea which is probably as
deeply rooted in ignorant minds in our days as it was in the
mind of the Roman emperor who had a man killed because
the poor wretch dreamed of the ruler's death. We must not
disclaim the responsibility for our unconscious thoughts as
they reveal themselves through dreams. They are truly a part
of our personality. But our responsibility is merely
psychological; we should not punish people for harbouring in
their unconscious the lewd or murderous cravings which the
caveman probably gratified in his daily life; nor should we be
burdened with a sense of sin because we cannot drive out of
our consciousness certain cravings, biologically natural, but
socially unjustifiable. The first prerequisite for a normal mental
life is the acceptance of all biological facts. Biology is ignorant
of all delicacy. The possible presence of broken glass,
coupled with the fact that man lacks hoofs, makes it
imperative for man to wear shoes. The man who is
unconsolable over the fact that his feet are too tender in their
bare state to tread roads, and the man who decides to ignore
broken glass and to walk barefoot, are courting mental and
physical suffering of the most useless type. He who accepts
the fact that his feet are tender and broken glass dangerous,
and goes forth, shod in the proper footgear, will probably
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remain whole,
mentally and physically. When we realize that
our unconscious is ours and ourselves, but not of our own
making, we shall know our limitations and our potentialities
and be free from many fears. No better way has been
devised for probing the unconscious than the honest and
scientific study of dreams, a study which must be conducted
with the care and the freedom from bias that characterize the
chemist's or the physicist's laboratory experiments.
"Sleep is one of the most important but least understood
aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity ... An explosion of
scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new
light on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now ...
neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a
new understanding of the vital importance of sleep and
dreaming"--Amazon.com.
This fascinating reference covers the major topics concerning
dreaming and sleep, based on the latest empirical evidence
from sleep research as well as drawn from a broad range of
dream-related interdisciplinary contexts, including history and
anthropology. • 330 alphabetically arranged entries • An
appendix provides resources for further reading, including
online sources • A special index on dreams • Primary
resources lists afer each entry for reference and review

Distinguished psychologist G. William Domhoff
brings together-for the first time-all the necessary
tools needed to perform quantitative studies of
dream content using the rigorous system developed
by Calvin S. Hall and Robert van de Castle. The
book contains a comprehensive review of the
literature, detailed coding rules, normative findings,
and statistical tables.
It is now a scientific fact that each of us dreams a
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minimum of four dreams every night and that in the
course of our lives we enter our dream worlds half a
million times. So what significance can we ascribe to
this daily artefact of our lives? By synthesizing
research, theory, and people's dreams, Dreams &
Beyondbalances the perspectives of neuroscience,
psychology, parapsychology, and spirituality to give
us an increasingly complete picture of what our
dreams could mean. 'The appearance of Madhu
Tandan's Dreams & Beyondis cause for celebration.
Her book calls us back to the ancient wisdom that
beckons us every night in our sleep, and she
combines profound personal experiences with a
skilful analysis of the best that modern Western
Science has to offer. Best of all, Tandan encourages
us to follow our dreams into the future - for . . . our
dreams offer perhaps the most reliable source of
creative insight and practical guidance we can hope
for.' - Kelly Bulkeley, Ph.D. Former President of the
International Association for the Study of Dreams,
Visiting Scholar at the Graduate Theological Union,
and author of Dreaming in the World's Religions: A
Comparative History 'The varieties of the dreaming
experience have rarely been captured as lucidly as
in this book. Combining scholarship with sheer
readability, Dreams & Beyondnot only informs but
also captivates. If you want to read only one book on
dreams, then this is IT. Madhu Tandan's book is not
only to be read, but to be savoured and passionately
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discussed.' - Dr Sudhir Kakar, psychoanalyst and
well-known author of Inner World
Explains the importance of dreams, and provides
insight into how to interpret them.
The nine essays in this volume deal with several well
known French authors through the ages - for
example Descartes, Voltaire, Mme de Stal, Nerval,
Verlaine - and explore the problematic relationship
between dreams and literature. Generally speaking,
contributors are interested in the production of
literary meaning. How does various dream material,
ranging from the traditional dream to visions and
hallucinations and day dreams, come to be? And
how is the dream image transformed into discourse?
What exactly is the relationship between dream and
narrative? Each essay focuses on a different author
and different period, ranging from the Middle Ages to
the late nineteenth-century, but also takes a unique
critical and theoretical approach. What the
contributors have in common, though, is an
analytical, sensemaking strategy that characterizes
the interpretation of dreams through the ages, from
ancients such as Artemidorus and Cicero to modern
thinkers such as Freud. Most of the texts studied
here, from the Chanson de Rolandto
Chateaubriand's Mmoires d'outre-tombe, lend
themselves to this type of approach because they
promote narrative unity. So too do Voltaire, Mme de
Stal, Nerval and Verlaine. Many if not most texts,
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however, in the end, turn out to be not quite so
tightly-knit as one may have supposed at first and, in
the case of Agrippa d'Aubign and Descartes, the
reader is in for several surprises when the normal
course of events leading from dream to text, from
signifier to signified, is interrupted and subverted.
Once upon a time I dreamed myself a butterfly,
floating like petals in the air, happy to be doing as I
pleased, no longer aware of myself! But soon
enough I awoke and then, frantically clutching
myself, Chuang Tzu I was! I wonder: Was Chuang
Tzu dreaming himself the butterfly, or was the
butterfly dreaming itself Chuang Tzu? -Chuang Tzu
Dreams are an endless source of mystery and
fascination. Those we remember bring to our
conscious awareness a variety of characters,
circumstances, and situations often implausible or
even bizarre in our everyday world. Sometimes
dreams are more mundane and common place,
reflecting memories of recent events of obvious
importance. It is perhaps because of our lack of
ability to under stand fully the origin of dreams or
interpret their exact VII viii Preface meaning that
dreams are the subject of such interest and
speculation. Or perhaps, as the Chinese philosopher
Chuang Tzu suggested, they allow us the freedom to
ex pand our thoughts, associations, or spirit in a way
that no other experience, waking or otherwise, can.
Clinical interest in dream content has primarily been
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limited to the psychoanalytical perspective. This
modern clinical interest in dreams is the direct result
of Freud's landmark contribution concerning the
importance of dreams in unconscious thought and in
the practice of psychoanalysis. Theoretically,
psychoanalytical interpre tation of dream content as
a repressive-defensive content function dominated
clinical practice and application for many years and
remains an influential school of thought.
'Delia Cushway's wealth of experience makes this
new edition an essential read for all aspiring
counsellors, psychologists and psychotherapists as
well as for more experienced practitioners seeking to
enhance their practice' - Prof Sue Wheeler, Director
of Doctoral Programme, Institute of Lifelong Learning
'I found the book fascinating, illuminating not only my
client's material but also my own night-life. The
book's strength lies in integrating perspectives from
many different psychotherapeutic disciplines, from
psychoanalytic to cognitive' - Diana Sanders,
Counselling Psychologist and Cognitive
Psychotherapist This practical book shows how
dreamwork can be a fruitful therapeutic tool for all
therapists and practitioners in the helping
professions. Emphasising that dreams are a
powerful means of accessing an individual's
emotions, creativity and wisdom, Delia Cushway has
updated the first edition to include: - Skills for
working with trauma and survivors of sexual abuse Page 17/22
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Cross-cultural, spiritual and religious approaches to
dreamwork - Up-to-date research and theory on
using Cognitive, Objectivist and Constructivist
models and methods - The importance of reflective
practice - Scientific functions and meanings of
dreams and their role in information processing and
memory consolidation. Steeped in practical hints and
tips, vivid case examples and methods of
interpreting dream language, this highly accessible
guide is an invaluable resource for therapists. Delia
Cushway is Emeritus Professor of Clinical
Psychology at Coventry University and a practising
Registered Clinical Psychologist. Robyn Sewell is a
Chartered Psychologist and Group Psychotherapist,
now fully retired.
In the late nineteenth century, dreams became the
subject of scientific study for the first time, after
thousands of years of being considered a primarily
spiritual phenomenon. Before Freud and the rise of
psychoanalytic interpretation as the dominant mode
of studying dreams, an international group of
physicians, physiologists, and psychiatrists
pioneered scientific models of dreaming. Collecting
data from interviews, structured observation,
surveys, and their own dream diaries, these scholars
produced a large body of early research on the
sleeping brain in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. This book uncovers an array of
case studies from this overlooked period of dream
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scholarship. With contributors working across the
disciplines of psychology, history, literature, and
cultural studies, it highlights continuities and ruptures
in the history of scientific inquiry into dreams.
Why did dreams matter to Jews, Byzantine
Christians, and Muslims in the first millennium?
Bronwen Neil shows how the three faiths took the
pagan practice of divining the future from dreams
and melded it with their own scriptural traditions to
produce a novel and rich culture of dream
interpretation.
Psychologists and philosophers have long grappled
with the mysteries of dreaming, and now-thanks
largely to recent innovations in brain imaging
-neuroscientists are starting to join the conversation.
In this groundbreaking book, award-winning
journalist Andrea Rock traces the brief but
fascinating history of this emerging field. She then
takes us into modern sleep labs across the country,
asking the questions that intrigue us all: Why do we
remember only a fraction of our dreams? Why are
dreams usually accompanied by intense emotions?
Can dreams truly spark creative thought or help
solve problems? Are the universal dream
interpretations of Freud and Jung valid? Accessible
and engaging, The Mind at Night shines a bright light
on our nocturnal journeys and tells us what the
sleeping mind reveals about our waking hours.
The Scientific Study of DreamsNeural Networks,
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"This is a substantial contribution to the
understanding of an important aspect of African
Christianity; the place of dreams in daily life, and
their significance as interpreted by a representative
body of African Christians ..."--Andrew Walls.
The interest in the origins and meaning of dreams
existed throughout the historical times. This book
offers an approach to proving the legitimacy of the
scientific study of dreams. It explores the link
between dreams and consciousness and tells that
dreams are shaped by emotionally meaningful
events and by certain psychological differences.
"This web site contains everything needed to
conduct scientific studies of dream meaning using a
system of content analysis."--Home page.
Big dreams are rare but highly memorable dream
experiences that make a strong and lasting impact
on the dreamer's waking awareness. Moving far
beyond "I forgot to study and the finals are today"
and other common scenarios, such dreams can
include vivid imagery, intense emotions, fantastic
characters, and an uncanny sense of being
connected to forces beyond one's ordinary dreaming
mind. In Big Dreams, Kelly Bulkeley provides the first
full-scale cognitive scientific analysis of such
dreams, putting forth an original theory about their
formation, function, and meaning. Big dreams have
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played significant roles in religious and cultural
history, but because of their infrequent occurrence
and fantastical features, they have rarely been
studied in light of modern science. We know a great
deal about the religious manifestations of big dreams
throughout history and around the world, but until
now that cross-cultural knowledge has never been
integrated with scientific research on their
psychological roots in the brain-mind system. In Big
Dreams, Bulkeley puts a classic psychological thesis
to the scientific test by clarifying and improving it with
better data, sharper analysis, and a broader
evolutionary framework. He brings evidence from
multiple sources, shows patterns of similarity and
difference, questions prior assumptions, and
provides predictive models that can be applied to
new sets of data. The notion of a connection
between dreaming and religion has always been
intuitively compelling; Big Dreams transforms it into a
solid premise of religious studies and brain-mind
science. Combining evidence from religious studies,
psychology, anthropology, evolutionary biology, and
neuroscience, Big Dreams makes a compelling
argument that big dreams are a primal wellspring of
religious experience. They represent an innate,
neurologically hard-wired capacity of our species
that regularly provokes greater self-awareness,
creativity, and insight into the existential challenges
and spiritual potentials of human life.
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